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We propose a linear-optical scheme for an efficient amplification of a photonic qubit based on
interaction of the signal mode with a pair of entangled ancillae. In contrast to a previous proposal
for qubit amplifier by Gisin et al., [Phys Rev. Lett. 105, 070501 (2010)] the success probability of
our device does not decrease asymptotically to zero with increasing gain. Moreover we show how
the device can be used to restore entanglement deteriorated by transmission over a lossy channel
and calculate the secure key rate for device-independent quantum key distribution.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv 03.67.Hk 03.67.Lx
I. INTRODUCTION
The fundamentals of quantum physics were discov-
ered and formulated nearly a hundred years ago. Three
decades ago scientists postulated that the laws of quan-
tum physics could be used to improve capabilities of
computation and communication technologies [1]. This
idea sparked intense research resulting in the discovery
of many quantum information protocols, some of them
even with practical, modern implementations [2, 3].
One such application of quantum information is quan-
tum cryptography, comprising various quantum key dis-
tribution protocols (QKD) [4]. QKD offers unconditional
security of private communications certified by the laws
of quantum physics. In the real world, QKD suffers from
various technological limits, especially the need to trust
imperfect detectors and single photon sources, quantum
channel losses, and background noise. The latter effects
limit the maximum distance for unconditionally secure
communications [5]. Long-distance QKD has been real-
ized over 144 km in free-space [6] and over 260 km in an
optical fiber [7]. Trust in the imperfect devices used for
cryptography allows eavesdroppers to attack unintended
leakages of information or control detectors, known as
side channels [8].
The side channel attacks can be solved in principle
by using Bell-state projection measurements or using
entanglement-based protocols. The simpler approach is
measurement-device-independent QKD [9–11]. In this
case a projection on a Bell state in the middle of the
communication line removes all detector side channels
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are removed. The more complete approach is device-
independent QKD (DI-QKD) [12–16] and its security is
based on the loophole-free violation of a Bell inequality.
DI-QKD removes all source and detector side channels
but requires closing of the detector (high-efficiency de-
tection) and locality (distant detectors) loopholes, which
has not yet been achieved simultaneously [17].
For DI-QKD and other protocols requiring high-
efficiency detection, a method is required to circumvent
the channel losses inherent in photon transmission. In
classical optical communication networks the problem of
losses is solved using amplifiers of the classical signal.
For quantum communication, losses are more fundamen-
tal. The quantum signals are stored in polarization or
temporal modes of individual photons and any quantum
amplifier is bound by the quantum limits like the no-
cloning theorem [18]. Several proposals of quantum am-
plifiers were recently introduced, wherein the quantum
limit can be circumvented by making the amplification
non-deterministic. This type of amplification is called
heralded noiseless amplification [19] and is already see-
ing successful implementation [12]. Note that there exists
a complete equivalence between distribution of two-qubit
entanglement and secure key distribution [20]. In other
words, any quantum channel is capable of secret commu-
nication if and only if it is capable of distributing entan-
glement.
In this article we propose a new scheme of a linear-
optical qubit amplifier that can restore the attenuated
qubit and is also capable of distilling deteriorated entan-
glement of the qubit state. Our amplifier is ready to be
used in DI-QKD schemes. Moreover it outperforms pre-
viously published proposals. In contrast to Gisin et al.
scheme [13], the success probability of our device does not
asymptotically approach zero when increasing the ampli-
fication gain. Furthermore in comparison to Pitkanen et
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FIG. 1: (color online) Scheme for entanglement-based linear-
optical qubit amplifier as described in the text. D1 and D2 are
standard polarization analysis detection blocks (for reference
see [21]).
al. scheme [14], our device provides tuneable gain and for
the case of infinite gain allows better success probability
due to its intrinsic elimination of the two-photon compo-
nent after heralding. However, the Pitkanen et al. device
may perform better when using a probabilistic source for
the ancilla photons, due to its extra stage of heralding.
The scheme by Curty and Moroder makes use of entan-
glement as in our device, but it is limited to infinite gain
only [15], and in this regime it performs comparably to
our device. Further to these works, we present a thor-
ough investigation of the gain versus success probability
tradeoff which is a crucial figure of merit for probabilistic
amplifiers.
The paper is organized as follows. The principle of the
amplifier operation is explained in sec. II. The entangle-
ment distillation is analyzed in sec. III and DI-QKD is
discussed in sec. IV. Conclusions are drawn in the final
sec. V.
II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The amplifier (depicted in Fig. 1) consists of four po-
larizing beam splitters. Two of them (PBSin and PBSout)
form a Mach-Zehnder interferometer between signal in-
put port “in” and output port “out”. These polariz-
ing beam splitters totally transmit horizontally polarized
light while totally reflect light with vertical polarization.
The other two are partially-polarizing beam splitters, de-
noted as PPBS1 and PPBS2, and placed in their respec-
tive arms of the interferometer. PPBS1 reflects vertically
polarized light, while having reflectivity r for horizontal
polarization. In terms of creation operators this trans-
formation reads
aˆ†in,H → raˆ†out,H +
√
1− r2aˆ†D1,H
aˆ†a1,H → −raˆ†D1,H +
√
1− r2aˆ†out,H
aˆ†a1,V → −aˆ†D1,V,
where labelling of spatial modes has been adopted from
Fig. 1 and H, V denote horizontal and vertical polariza-
tions. Similarly the PPBS2 reflects completely the hori-
zontal polarization and with reflectivity r it reflects verti-
cally polarized photons. The parameter r is to be tuned
as explained below. Successful operation of the ampli-
fier is heralded by two-photon coincidence detection on
detection blocks D1 and D2.
To demonstrate the principle of operation, let us as-
sume the input signal to be a coherent superposition of
vacuum and a polarization-encoded single photon qubit
|ψin〉 = α|0〉+ βH |H〉+ βV |V 〉,
where |0〉 denotes vacuum, |H〉, |V 〉 denote horizontal
and vertical polarization states respectively and the co-
efficients meet the normalization condition |α|2 + |βH |2 +
|βV |2 = 1. The amplifier makes also use of a pair of ancil-
lary photons impinging on ports a1 and a2 of PPBS1 and
PPBS2 respectively. These ancillary photons are initially
in a maximally entangled Bell state of the form
|Φ+a1a2〉 =
1√
2
(|Ha1Ha2〉+ |Va1Va2〉),
where the indices denote the ancillary photons’ spatial
modes.
The total state entering the amplifier composed of the
signal and ancillary photons reads
|ψT 〉 = |ψin〉 ⊗ |Φ+a1a2〉
=
1√
2
[α|0inHa1Ha2〉+ α|0inVa1Va2〉
+ βH |HinHa1Ha2〉+ βH |HinVa1Va2〉
+ βV |VinHa1Ha2〉+ βV |VinVa1Va2〉] .
Now we inspect evolution of all the individual terms
present in previous equation. Since the successful op-
eration of the amplifier is conditioned by a two-photon
coincidence detection by D1 & D2 we post-select only
such cases:
|0inHa1Ha2〉 → r|0outHD1HD2〉
|0inVa1Va2〉 → r|0outVD1VD2〉
|HinHa1Ha2〉 → (2r2 − 1)|HoutHD1HD2〉
|HinVa1Va2〉 → r2|HoutVD1VD2〉
|VinHa1Ha2〉 → r2|VoutHD1HD2〉
|VinVa1Va2〉 → (2r2 − 1)|VoutVD1VD2〉.
Note that for r = 0, it is impossible to have more
than one photon in the output mode, even for multi-
ple photons in the input mode. Subsequently we per-
form polarization-sensitive detection on D1 and D2 in
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FIG. 2: (color online) Success probability is depicted as a
function of gain for three different input states parametrized
by |α|2. For comparison, the success probability of Gisin et
al. scheme [13] is presented (in this case |α|2 = 0.5). Note that
the success probability of our amplifier converges asymptoti-
cally to a non-zero value for any state with |α|2 6= 1. Success
probability is also plotted as a function of nominal gain Gnom
for the case of |α|2 = 0.95. Note that according to its defini-
tion (3), the nominal gain is upper bounded by the value of
20 in this particular case (blue X symbol).
the basis of diagonal |D〉 ∝ (|H〉+ |V 〉) and anti-diagonal
|A〉 ∝ (|H〉 − |V 〉) linear polarization. This way we erase
the information about the ancillary state and project the
signal at the output port to
|ψout〉 ∝ αr|0〉+ 3r
2 − 1
2
(βH |H〉+ βV |V 〉) ,
where we have incorporated the fact that only if both
the detected polarizations on D1 and D2 are identical
(DD or AA coincidences) the device heralds a successful
amplification and thus only one half of the measurement
outcomes contributes to success probability.
At this point, we define the amplification gain G as a
fraction between signal and vacuum probabilities
G =
(3r2 − 1)2
4r2
(1)
and calculate the corresponding success probability
P = r2
[|α|2 +G (|βH |2 + |βV |2)] . (2)
Note that while the gain itself is input state independent,
the success probability depends on both the gain and the
input state parameters. This reflects the intuitive fact
that it is for instance impossible to amplify a qubit that
is actually not present in the input state (βH = βV = 0).
Let us analyse the results further. As expected the gain
G = 1 is obtained for r = 1 with success probability P =
1 independent on the input state. On the other hand, an
infinite gain is obtained for r = 0 with success probability
of P = (|βH |2 + |βV |2)/4. In this particular case, it
is however possible to increase the success probability
twice by including also detection coincidences DA and
AD accompanied by a feed-forward operation V → −V
on the output state. Note that this regime is suitable for
non-demolition presence detection of the qubit [22]. Fig.
2 depicts the trade-off between success probability and
gain for three different input states containing different
amounts of vacuum.
In a recent paper [12], its authors proposed also an-
other measure of amplifier performance – the nominal
gain Gnom defined as
Gnom ≡ G|α|2 +G(|βH |2 + |βV |2) =
r2G
P
. (3)
While the ordinary gain G describes how much the qubit
to vacuum intensity ratio has been increased under the
amplification procedure, the nominal gain shows how
much the overall success probability of finding the qubit
state has increased. For this reason, the nominal gain is
bound by the inverse value of the initial qubit probabil-
ity (e.g. for |βH |2 + |βV |2 = 0.2, the maximum value of
nominal gain is 5 and in this case the vacuum state is
completely eliminated). Fig. 2 depicts the success prob-
ability as a function of nominal gain for one particular
initial state (|α|2 = 0.95).
It is worth noting that in contrast to Gisin et al. scheme
[13], the success probability does not decrease asymptot-
ically to 0 with increasing gain (also illustrated in Fig.
2 for comparison). One may however suggest that in
the case of infinite gain, the scheme performs exactly as
well as standard teleportation. While this is indeed true,
standard teleportation does not allow to tune the ampli-
fication gain and therefore the superposition of vacuum
and qubit state collapses either onto vacuum or qubit
state. In contrast, our scheme allows for the coherent su-
perposition of these two terms to be maintained. Keeping
coherence between vacuum and qubit terms is crucial for
instance in all applications involving dual rail encoding.
III. AMPLIFICATION-BASED
ENTANGLEMENT DISTILLATION
Quantum entanglement is one of the key ingredients
in quantum communications. It can be used for telepor-
tation [23], quantum cryptography [24], or remote state
preparation [25]. It is also very sensitive to losses and de-
coherence occurring in the communication channel [26–
28]. For this reason, entanglement distillation – the way
of improving entanglement of a state subjected to some
degradation – is a very important tool in quantum com-
munications [29, 30]. In this section, we show how the
amplifier can be used to distill entanglement on an ex-
ample entangled state in dual-rail encoding.
Suppose an unknown polarization qubit |ψ〉 is dis-
tributed in two spatial modes creating thus maximally
entangled state of the form
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|ψ0〉+ |0ψ〉) . (4)
4States of vacuum and qubit superposition are needed in
various quantum communication protocols (e.g. quan-
tum secret sharing [31]) and are indispensable in imple-
mentations combining spatial and polarization encoding
[32–34]. Now let us consider a lossy channel with trans-
missivity 1 ≥ T > 0 used to distribute the second spatial
mode of this entangled state. This channel would deteri-
orate the state to
ρˆ(α, p) = (1− p)|00〉〈00|+ p|Ψα〉〈Ψα|,
where
|Ψα〉 =
√
α|0ψ〉+√1− α|ψ0〉
with α = T/(T+1) and p = (T+1)/2. This state belongs
to the class of amplitude damped states from Ref. [28]
where the entanglement and nonlocality of such states
was studied. Since various measures of entanglement
have different operational meaning, thus below we con-
sider amplification of a few popular entanglement mea-
sures analyzed in [28] (for a review on entanglement mea-
sures see [35]). The negativity (concurrence) of the mixed
state before amplification is simply N = T2 (C =
√
T ).
After the amplification in the lossy mode the parame-
ters of the state ρˆ(α, p) read α = GT/(GT + 1) and
p = N (GT + 1)/2 where G denotes the gain as defined
in previous section and N = 2/(2 + GT − T ). The en-
tanglement of ρˆ(α, p) (see Ref. [28]) can be quantified by
its concurrence
C = 2p
√
α(1− α) = N
√
GT
which can be further used to express its negativity as
N =
1
2
[
√
(1− p)2 + C2 − (1− p)]
=
N
2
[
√
(1− T )2 + 4GT − (1− T )].
The third prominent measure of entanglement is the rel-
ative entropy of entanglement S, but as demonstrated by
Miranowicz and Ishizaka [36] finding closed formula for S
in case of the amplitude-damped states requires solving
a single variable equation for which no general analytic
solution is known. Hence, we calculate S numerically as
described in [28, 36].
As shown on the example of negativity in Fig. 3 the
entanglement measures are functions both of transmis-
sivity T and gain G. The optimal gain for maximizing
the entanglement is
Gopt,N =
1
T
[2− T −√2− T (T − 1)]
for negativity and Gopt,C = (2 − T )/T for concurrence.
We do not present the exact expression for S and its op-
timal gain, but the Gopt,S curve obtained numerically is
presented together with other Gopt curves in Fig. 4. The
curves shown in Fig. 4 do not overlap, thus; the optimal
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FIG. 3: (color online) Negativity of entanglement depicted
as a function of amplification gain for several different chan-
nel transmissivities T . A maximally entangled state formed
of superposition of vacuum and qubit state is subjected to a
channel with transmissivity T resulting in entanglement loss.
Suitably set amplification gain can increase the amount of en-
tanglement. The wide grey curve joins the maxima of negativ-
ity for all values of transmissivity T and subsequent optimal
gains.
gain Gopt varies depending on the entanglement measure
to be used. However, Fig. 4 suggests that for any value
of T > 0, there is an optimal gain Gopt ≥ 1T regardless
of the applied entanglement measure. The entanglement
measures before and after optimal amplification are de-
picted in Fig. 5 as functions of T . Note that for gain
reaching infinity (standard teleportation), the entangled
state would collapse onto the qubit state thus destroying
the entanglement.
The corresponding success probability of the amplifi-
cation process is
Psucc =
r2
N =
2G− 2√G2 + 3G+ 3
9N ,
where r follows from Eq. (1). In Fig. 3 we plot the
amplified negativity as a function of the chosen gain for
several different values of channel transmissivity. Note
that our results for negativity, especially the expression
for optimal gain Gopt,N , are also valid for logarithmic
negativity log2(2N + 1) which is a concave function of N
providing an upper bound to the distillable entanglement
[37, 38] given that the state was predistilled using the
above-described procedure.
The above performed calculations reveal how qubit
amplification can be used for partial entanglement re-
covery. However in neither of the cases, the entangle-
ment has been restored to the original maximum value
due to the presence of the vacuum term |00〉〈00|. Re-
cently, Mičuda et al. experimentally demonstrated a
rather clever way to eliminate the presence of such term
[39]. They considered only vacuum and a fixed polar-
ization single photon state, but the technique can be
adopted for qubit amplification as well. Their approach
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FIG. 4: (color online) The optimal gain Gopt for various en-
tanglement measures as function of channel transmissivity T .
Setting the optimal gain allows to obtain the largest possible
value of the selected entanglement measure for a given loss
parametrized by T .
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FIG. 5: (color online) The entanglement measures before
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as functions of channel transmissivity T .
is based on deliberate coherent attenuation before the
state is transmitted via the lossy channel. This coher-
ent attenuation is performed by subjecting the state to
a beam splitter with transmissivity ν and subsequent
post-selection on vacuum in the ancillary mode. With
the probability of ν, one can thus disbalance the origi-
nal state (4) to |Ψ〉 → |Ψα〉 where α = ν/(ν + 1). The
choice of attenuation factor ν influences the probability
p = (1 − νT )/(1 + ν) and α = νT/(1 − νT ) in the den-
sity matrix ρˆ(α, p) of the state |Ψα〉 transmitted through
the lossy channel. Subsequent amplification will increase
α thus also the entanglement of the state. Ideally for
ν → 0 and gain G → ∞ the original negativity can be
completely restored. Of course such parameters lead to
zero success rate so there is a need for some sort of com-
promise. Nevertheless this line of reasoning demonstrates
the importance of amplification with high gain, where our
amplifier outperforms the original Gisin et al. proposal
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FIG. 6: (color online) Negativity and success probability
trade-off obtained using coherent attenuation before trans-
ferring the state through a lossy channel. This trade-off is
depicted for three different values of channel transmissivity
T . Even though this strategy allows to increase the negativ-
ity arbitrarily close to 1
2
, the product of negativity and suc-
cess probability is maximized when no coherent attenuation
is used.
[13].
The above mentioned compromise can be quantified
using the entangling efficiency Eeff of the protocol [40].
The entangling efficiency is an entanglement generation
measure suitable for probabilistic devices. In contrast to
a more widely used entangling power [41–43], the entan-
gling efficiency optimizes over the device parameters in
order to maximize the product of success probability and
negativity (or any other entanglement measure)
Eeff = max{PsuccN}.
The negativity is calculated similarly as presented above
using the analytical form of the density matrix. The suc-
cess probability is composed of the success probability
of attenuation (ν) and the success probability of ampli-
fication (Eq. (2)). In order to find the best strategy, we
perform a numerical simulation. The plot in Fig. 6 shows
the trade-off between negativity and success probability
obtained when using the coherent attenuation strategy.
This simulation also reveals that the product of success
probability and negativity is maximized for ν = 1 in all
cases. So as far as the “entanglement rate” described by
the entangling efficiency is concerned, the coherent at-
tenuation does not offer any improvement. On the other
hand, it is important to note that this strategy finds its
merit when the goal is to achieve high negativity or high
fidelity at the output.
IV. DEVICE-INDEPENDENT QUANTUM KEY
DISTRIBUTION
Photon amplifiers can find additional applications
in device-independent quantum key distribution, a
stronger form of entanglement-based quantum cryptog-
raphy based on the violation of Bell’s inequality [16]. As
6mentioned above, DI-QKD does not require any knowl-
edge of Alice and Bob’s measurement devices, but does
require closing the detection loophole [44]. A number of
ways of closing this loophole have been demonstrated, in-
cluding using trapped ions [45, 46] and efficient photon
detection [47], but none has done so over the long dis-
tances needed for cryptography due to the intrinsic loss
associated with photon transmission in fiber or free space.
Gisin et al. recently proposed using a photon amplifier
to herald incoming photons, closing the detection loop-
hole and allowing DI-QKD [13]. In their scheme, as in the
recently proposed improvements [14, 15], a source of pho-
tons near Alice emits maximally entangled photon pairs.
One photon is sent to Alice, which she detects directly
with high efficiency, and the other photon is sent over a
long channel to Bob. Bob routes the incoming photon
through some heralded amplifier (e.g. the one proposed
by Gisin et al. or by us) before detection, closing the de-
tection loophole by performing a Bell measurement only
upon successful amplification.
In order to compare the performance of the three
previous amplifiers with ours, we performed numerical
quantum optical simulations of the amplifiers. The ini-
tial source of entanglement was spontaneous-parametric
down-conversion, with photon pair probability set to
2 × 10−3, and both amplifiers used on-demand photon
sources (two single photons for the Gisin et al. and Pitka-
nen et al. schemes and a maximally-entangled Bell state
for ours) as ancillae. To mirror a likely experimental
scenario, we used bucket detectors with 95 % detection
efficiency and 91 % coupling efficiency as heralding de-
tectors, and untrusted noiseless photon-number resolving
detectors with the same efficiency for the detection of the
photons for the Bell test after heralding. The former are
modelled on fast superconducting nanowire detectors [48]
and the latter transition edge sensors [49]. We optimized
all amplifiers over their tunable beam splitter reflectiv-
ity at each point. Finally we calculated the secure key
rate per laser pulse from Eq. (11) of the Supplementary
Information of Ref. [13]
R = µcc [1− h(Q)− IE(S, µ)] , (5)
where µcc is the probability of a conclusive event for both
Alice and Bob, h(Q) is the binary entropy function of
the measured quantum bit error rate, and IE(S, µ) is
Eve’s information based on the Bell inequality violation
S and the ratio of inconclusive to conclusive results µ
(see Eq. (23) of Ref. [13] for the full expression).
As shown in Fig. 7, our amplifier outperforms the
Gisin et al. scheme and can also tolerate more dark
counts in the heralding detectors. This is because high
gain is required to close the detection loophole after a
lossy channel, and, as seen above, the success probability
of the Gisin et al. photon amplifier converges asymptot-
ically to zero for high gain. It additionally outperforms
the Pitkanen et al. scheme by a nearly constant factor,
where this factor comes from improvements in success
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FIG. 7: (color online) Key rate per laser pulse for device-
independent quantum key distribution versus Bob’s channel
loss and dark counts per second in heralding detectors. As-
suming 100 ps timing resolution in the heralding detectors
leads to 10−10 and 10−8 dark count probability per pulse for
1 and 100 dark count/s respectively. Our entangled photon
amplifier allows more key to be extracted than the Gisin et
al. scheme, and even shows better scaling with loss. It addi-
tionally delivers approximately 12 times the key rate of the
Pitkanen et al. scheme.
probability and the ratio of conclusive to inconclusive
events after heralding. This is possible because in the
Pitkanen et al. scheme, the elimination of the unwanted
two-photon component even for ideal ancilla photons af-
ter heralding comes at the cost of vanishing success prob-
ability, a tradeoff our amplifier does not suffer from. The
optimal key rate in this DI-QKD scenario for our ampli-
fier occurs with r = 0 for all values of channel loss, such
that it performs identically to the Curty and Moroder
proposal [15]. However, there could be a regime (e.g.
with noise in the final Bell test detectors) where higher
success probability is needed to maximize key rate, at the
cost of a larger vacuum component after the amplifier.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a linear-optical qubit
amplifier. With the help of a maximally entangled pho-
ton pair, this device is able to change the ratio between
vacuum and single qubit component, thus introducing
qubit gain. In contrast to other proposals, our scheme
achieves infinite gain with non-zero probability of suc-
cess. Moreover, we have shown that the success proba-
bility of implementing infinite gain equals to the success
probability of standard teleportation. To demonstrate
the capabilities of our amplifier, we have presented two
of its potential applications: entanglement distillation
and quantum key distribution. Firstly, the analysis of
entanglement distillation reveals that our amplifier can
at least partially improve entanglement deteriorated by
7lossy transmission. We have presented the calculation of
optimal gain for three different measures of entanglement
(negativity, concurrence and relative entropy of entan-
glement) as a function of channel attenuation. Secondly,
for device-independent quantum key distribution we have
presented the significant improvement made by this am-
plifier over the previously proposed devices, including a
key rate more than three orders of magnitude better for
100 km transmission distance. Practical implementation
of the proposed scheme will be limited by available tech-
nology such as precision of optical components, detection
efficiency and delivery efficiency of ancillae.
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